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I am eco
Eco or ecology is about
relationships. How we relate
to our environment and each
other. The I am eco range
has been designed with the
environment in mind at
every stage– from sourcing
materials and manufacturing
to distribution and end-oflife disposal. I am eco signals
our commitment to forming a
healthy, balanced relationship
with our environment and with
our customers.
Each I am eco product is made
from sustainable, natural raw
materials and is biodegradable
and compostable – without
compromising on function or
quality.
Every action we take has an
impact on our environment.
The I am eco range takes the
guess work out of environmental
responsibility. Make the switch
to sustain your relationship with
the environment.
I am committed to the
environment.
I am eco.
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SUSTAINABLE

I am eco products are made from natural,
sustainable materials.
Our I am eco range is made exclusively from
plants. Corn and trees are used to create our
eco products, with no oil, petrochemicals,
plastics or other unsustainable products
in sight. We source sustainable materials,
research innovative renewable products
and investigate new processing and packing
options to reduce our impact on the
environment.

TREES - PAPER AND PAPERBOARD
Paper is a natural fibre made from trees. It
is renewable, recyclable, compostable and
biodegradable. Not all papers are created
equal when you consider their environmental
credentials. Detpak only sources paper and
paper board from large reputable paper mills
with evidence of sustainable and ethical
forestry practices. We take our role as an
environmentally responsible manufacturer
seriously. Only managed plantation timber is
used in our facilities and we regularly audit
our suppliers to make sure they meet our
high sustainability standards.

CORN
Natural starches or carbohydrates from
plants like corn can be processed to create
a clear, plastic-like film or bioplastic.
Unlike the traditional polyethylene (PE) or
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) plastics,
these innovative films and bioplastics are
naturally biodegradable and compostable.
They can be used to line and protect paper
and board packaging.

We source from managed forests
The paper and board we use is sourced from
responsibly managed forests and the mill has been
audited for evidence of sustainable and ethical
forestry practices.
The nitty gritty: Sustainable sourcing refers to the
practice of purchasing raw materials from sources
which are responsibly managed to ensure the
ongoing feasibility of that resource. Plantation
forests are a good example of a sustainable paper
source. Detpak only uses paper and board from
large reputable raw material suppliers, who we
audit regularly for evidence of sustainability. The
chain of custody certificates allow all of us to
trace the fibre in the final package right back to its
source in nature.

BIODEGRADABLE
AND COMPOSTABLE
Breaks down in 90 days
Products that are biodegradable and compostable
will break down into natural elements within 90
days when treated in a commercial facility, as
defined by European standard EN13432.
The nitty gritty: Where products are correctly
described as compostable, this refers to their
suitability for treatment at a commercial
composting facility where products are subject to
optimum amounts of sunlight, temperature and
moisture to break down. You can also place our
compostable products in your home compost,
but the time it takes to break down will depend on
how well you tend your compost heap.
Compostable = biodegradable, but fast!

RECYCLABLE
Can be placed in a recycling bin
These materials can be readily recycled via
kerbside recycling bins once food residue is
removed from the product.
The nitty gritty: A product or material is recyclable
if it can be collected and re-manufactured into
a new product. Many recycling facilities will not
accept packaging that has food residue on it.
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I am eco range
HOT CUPS

• Made from paperboard with
bioplastic lining (PLA).
• Made from Nature.

I am eco DOUBLE WALL
CUP | 360 ML | 12 oz
R210P5100 | Qty 500

I am eco DOUBLE WALL
CUP | 240 ML | 8 oz
R110P5100 | Qty 500

ECO WEDGE

• Made from paperboard with
bioplastic window (PLA).
• Brown Kraft finish.

BASE LOADING SANDWICH
WEDGE | 121 X 75 X 121
HZAU1750353 | Qty 600

ECO TIN TIE

• Made from paperboard with
bioplastic window (PLA).
• Compostable once tin-tie is
removed.

SMALL TIN TIE |
260 x 88 x 47
HECOS0001 | Qty 500

MEDIUM TIN TIE |
246 x 115 x 72
HECOS0002 | Qty 400
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LARGE TIN TIE |
242 x 155 x 70
HECOS0003 | Qty 400

ECO BAG

• Made from Recyclable brown
paper.

A BAG | 240 x 125 x 75
SOM0386
Qty 400

B BAG | 290 x 180 x 120
SOM0387
Qty 400

C BAG | 300 x 215 x 120
SOM0388
Qty 400

MEDIUM BAG |
360 x 280 x 150
SOM0345 | Qty 250

LARGE BAG (HEAVY DUTY) |
390 x 320 x 160
SOM0347 | Qty 200

SMALL HANDLE BAG |
290 x 180 x 120
SOM0515 | Qty 200

MEDIUM HANDLE BAG |
360 x 280 x 150
SOM0362 | Qty 250

MEDIUM HANDLE BAG
HEAVY DUTY |
360 x 280 x 150
SOM0343 | Qty 200

LARGE HANDLE BAG |
390 x 320 x 160
SOM0363 | Qty 250

LARGE HANDLE BAG
HEAVY DUTY |
390 x 320 x 160
SOM0346 | Qty 200

GRACE BAG | 280 x 280 x 150
SOM0456 | Qty 200

Made from

recycled
paper

recycled
paper
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we can all say “we are eco”
RESPONSIBLE SOURCING
OF MATERIALS

REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE
We promote sustainable packaging design,
increased recycling rates and efforts to reduce
packaging litter. As part of our membership
to FibreCircle, we pay Extended Producer
Responsibility fees which are used to fund
education and recycling programs.

We only source raw materials from sustainable
and ethical sources. We can say this with
confidence as we regularly audit all of our
suppliers, and in turn many of the world’s largest
food brands regularly audit our operations.
As part of our commitment to sustainable
sourcing, we are actively pursuing Forestry
Stewardship Council (FSC) certification.
FSC is the world’s most rigorous forest product
labeling scheme supported by the World Wildlife
Fund and Greenpeace.

80% 27% 11%

I am eco only uses renewable resources –
those that we will never run out of, like plants.

Green energy
used during
day-time hours

ETHICAL MANUFACTURING
Detpak takes pride in being a manufacturer, not
simply an importer. We’re proud of the products
we make, but we’re equally proud of the way
we operate in our manufacturing plant. We
work to a strict Corporate Social Responsibility
Policy, which covers fair wages and working
conditions that are consistent with the needs
and expectations of our global customers.

Water reduction
per kg of
product sold
(since 2019)

Less waste being
generated per kg
of product
produced
(since 2019)

STRINGENT FOOD SAFETY AND
QUALITY CONSISTENCY PROGRAMS
We maintain the most highly recognized
global standards for food safety and quality
consistency, BRCGS accreditation. Our products
are manufactured in a food packaging grade
environment so our customers can be assured
that they achieve the highest quality standards.
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For more details, to request samples or
to place an order contact us:
011 077 0800
orders@detpak.za.com
www.detpak.co.za
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